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THE LANGUAGE OF BLAZON
lo

Introduction (1,2)

The shield of arms, that is, a shield bearing on its surface a
bold pattern or design, has, since mediaeval times, been an important means of recognition and identification. The same pattern
borne on banners and chattels identified, without resort to the
spoken or written word, the owner, his family, followers and property, both on and off the battlefieldo Although the necessity for
instant visual identification in battle has grown less important
(but not yet died, as witness contempor ary horse-racing colours!),
the use of heraldry as an authoritative and pleasing means of embellishment and advertisement h as steadily expanded (3)o
Where a method of identification arise s which depends upon the
clear distinguishability of each individual's device from any other,
a proper system of control is neededo Such a system is exercised by
the Crown through the Kings of Arms and the College of Arms and all
persons seeking a grant of arms must obtain proper authorisation
through the College.
The grant is rnc,de in the form of an 'achievement' of urms, which
can convey a grea t deal of information through its form and l ayout
(figo 1)o The shield remains the central and most important element
and new grants are still made according to the principle that the
new device shall be (more or less) clearly distinguishable from any
existing registered grant of arms o
Whilst the shield of arms is the property of the grantee and
his male heirs, the device upon the shield may be combined with that
of another family through female heirs or coheirso This 'quartering'
of arms is of considerabl e interest to historians and ge nealogists,
because it is a me ans of r ecording and advertising a pedigreeo
The shield of arms is an essentially visual obj ecto It has
always been nece ssary, however, to describe the e-rms in words in
much the same way that it is necessary to be able to describe observations in any disciplineo This was, indeed, the principal
function of the heraldo Furthermore, since the language must describe
exactly the device on a shield of arms and differentiate clearly
between devices somewhat similar in appearance, it must be complete,
concise and unambiguouso The l anguage which has evolved for this
purpose is the language of bl azono Although it has no rules,
certain conventions are gener ally accepted in its use and these
change rel ative ly slowly ( 1)o
2o
2o1

Applications of Computers to Heraldry
The Herald

Newer grants of arms are recorded in registers, but many of
the older arms can only be traced through ancient rolls and manuscripts d ating b ack a s far as the fifteenth century or even earlier
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(3)o These r ecords are bulky, valuable and difficult to replace if
losto It would therefore be an enormous advantage if they could be
held on, for example, magnetic tapes or discs, which are compact,
cheap, secure and e asily replacedo
The herald, presented with a request for a new grant of arms,
must
a ) decide whether the request is the proper subject of a
new grant of arms and if it is,
b) decide whether the device specified in the request is
an unrecorded one and if it is
c) decide whether it is similar enough to an existing
device to cause confusiono
If it were possible to
a ) access and scan r ecords comprehensively, quickly and
automatically and
b) update records as new grants are made, then a great
step forward would have been madeo
2o2

The Historian and the Genealogist

The historian and genealogist is principally interested in
identifying the ownership of arms illustrated on memorials and
relicso His procedure is to record a blazon from the object and
then scan the records looking either for a matching blazon or,
failing success in that task, for a recorded blazon which is
sufficiently similar to the observed blazon for a possible error to
have arisen in his observationo It may well be that certain features
of the observed arms are more distinctive than others (colour is
generally not very useful, for instance) and the search might well
have a series of alternative starting pointso Lists have been compiled to assist in this type of identification of arms (4), but it
would be an advantage to be able to perform searches on a single
database, preferably the same one as that used by the heraldso
3o

An Automa ted Heraldic Record System

The implications of Section 2 are the provision of a library
of records of arms and a suite of programmes for accessing it and updating ito The total problem may be divided into a number of stages:
3o1

External communication with the system

From the heralds' and genealogists' point of view, the only
accepta.ble form of communication with an automatic system is via the
t ext of the bl azono What is therefore required in the first instance
is a syntax analyser for blazon which will produce an ' assembled'
code in internal format and check the legitimacy of the bl azono

-

3o2
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Internal format of librarie s

Wh2tever the internal structure chosen, the entries in the
library should be compact and easily acce ssed using any one of a
number of keyso This implie s a f airly complex dat a structureo Two
particular problems may be noted:
a ) The bl azons have v uriable structures, both syntactically
and textually end
b) A useful system should retrieve data 2.bout arms which
are similar to, cis well as identical with, the target
crms and the internal code must ultimat e ly al low the
computa tion of varying shades of (subj ective) distinctiono

3o3

Graphical output

A system which is handling the repre sentation of visual p atterns
should be c apable of some form of direct pictorial output generation,
e ither f rom the 'library' code or from the 'assembled' input bl azon
(the l atter for purposes of dat a verification)o

A small project on the construction and decoding (or 'disassembly')
into text of internal form at code ha s been undertaken (5) and it is
the purpose of the following sections to discuss the extension of this
work into the syntax analysis pha seo The graphical output pha se of
the project, although an interesting problem in many ways, is consequent upon the outcome of this worko

4o

4.1

The l anguage of bl azon
General de scription

The description of a composite device inscribed upon a plane
surface requires the unambiguous specification, for each component,
of
a ) the colour or colours of the pattern or patterns,
b) the number and position of the p attern or p attern
group, und
c) the nature of the pattern or pa tternso
However complex the bl azon appears to be in practise, the information which it contains c an always be divided into the s e three
categorieso
4o1o1 Pattern colour
A colour in bl azonry is simply specified by one of a series of
twenty-two words ( a list is given in Appendix A)o Of these, only
about twelve are in common use o

-
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4o1o2 Pattern position and number
The position of a pattern may be determined by its nature as
with, for example, the 'fess' of figure 4o Alternatively, the
number of replica s of a pattern appearing on the surface of the
shield may implicitly define the positions of the patternso Thus,
for example, one object will occupy the centr al part of the field
and three objects will be positioned •two up, one down' unless it
is specifically stated otherwise (see figo 4)o
Wher e conformational dat a is not specified by default, it is
gener ally specified in terms of the divisions of the field shown in
figure 3. The heraldic 'importance' of the position increa s e s towards the chief and towards the dextero
4o1.3 Nature of the pattern
A virtually unlimited cl ass of objects may be used a s pa tterns
on a shield of arms; however, the ma jority of arms are constructed
in pr actise from a fairly limited subset of this cl ass of objectso
The names of the objects so used are often qualified by
descriptive phr ases, thus
'A lion rurnp ant gules armed and langued azure'
defines the object to be a red lion 2nd qualifies this definition by
describing the posture of the lion ('rampant') and adding that it h 3s
blue cl aws, teeth and tongue ( ' armed and langued azure')o
4o2 The conventions of bl azon

The commonly-applied conventions of bl azon supply a me ~ns of
ordering the 'p attern-position-colour' information c:bout each component (or 'charge') of a shield of arms in such a way tha t their
overall arrangement and inter-relationship ure un21'!1biguously definedo
The ma jor components are ordered thus:
1) The surface or fie ld of the shield,
2) The principal charge or charges resting on the field
(the ordinaries and subordinaries usually qualify as
the princip al charges - see the list in Appendix B),
3) Se condary charges resting on the field,
4) Objects pl aced on one of the charges of the field,
5) Ma jor charges (ordinaries and subordinaries) r e sting
on the field, but not in c centr a l position,
6) Objects pl aced on the charges defined in 5), and
7) Marks of c adency or distinction etco which distinguish,
for example, be tween the sons of an armigerous f athero
4o3

An

ex0IT1ple of bl azon

Figure 2 illustr ates the synthesis of a blazon from its constituent parts as defined in Sections 4o1 and 4o2o The synthesis
is shown in the t able overleaf:

Figur@!! 2.

Stag~s in th~ blazoning of arms .
(cf S~ction 4)

1

3

5

2

4

6

Figure 3.

Spatial divisions of a shield

Chief

E.g.

sinister
chief

Dexter
Sinister
honour point
fess point
nornbril point
Base

Figure 4.
Ambiguity in blazoning
Example: A fess with three crescents

On a fess 3 crescents

A fess between 3 crescents
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Step of
figo 2

Part of bl azon

Bl r1.zon

1

Field

Gules

2

Princip2l charge
of the field

a bend or

3

Secondary charges
of the field

two escallops argent

4

Objects placed on
a charge of the
field

a Cornish chough proper
between two cinquefoils
azure

5

Ma jor charges of
the field in u non
-centr al position

a chief or

Charges upon 5

6

a rose gule s seeded or
and barbed vert between
two fleurs-de-lys
'

It remains to infill with the appropriate connectives and link
the component parts of the blazon unambiguouslyo This operation
produces (connective s are bracketted):
'Gules (on) a bend or (between) two e scallops argent a Cornish
chough proper (between) two cinquefoils azure ( and on) a chief or a
rose gules seeded or and barbed vert (be tween) two fl eurs-de-lys
gules: for Pe tre'
It is common to extend this blazon to an alternative final form,
as follows:
'Gules on a bend or
chough proper between as
the second a rose of the
two fleurs-de-lys of the

between two escallops argent a Cornish
many cinquefoils azure and on a chief .2f
first seeded gold and barbed vert between
field: for Petre'

By making the alter ations underlined to the first form,
repetitionsof numbers and colours are avoided as far as possibleo
The importance of the connectives 'between', 'on', 'within' etco
is emphasised when a non-conventional bl azon which includes the phr ase
' a f e ss with three crescents' is considered (fig 4)o Ambiguity arises
here which is resolved if either of the forms
o

o

o

'2!2 a f e ss three crescents'

o

.,

o

or
0

0

0

is used insteado

' n fess between three crescents'

0

0

0
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So

Analysis of Blazon

The handling of input to an automatic system requires not the
synthesis, but the analysis, of blazono It is therefore necessary
to be able to reverse the procedure of Section 4o3 and 'parse' the
blazon texto
8ecause blazon is a formalized subset of a natur al language
(and that a hybridised Norman-English), the parsing problem is
likely to be complex. There are no fixed and immutable rules and
there is consequently a wide range of variation between equally
acceptable expressionso For example, the basic form of the blazon
can vary (cf. Section 4o3) and, at the opposite extreme, individual
words in the vocabulary may have alternative spellings. 'Chequ~e•,
'chequy' and 'cheeky' are all acceptable spellings of one wordo
In the first case, where terms such as 'of the second' or 'as many'
appear in a blazon, it is convenient to re-substitute the appropriate
colour or number term (respectively) and thus reduce the blazon to a
standard formo The problem of spelling variations may be resolved
by the use of a phonetic dictionary which will recognize , for
example, the equivalence between 'ck' and 'qu' or •~e' and 'Y'o
This is essentially a lexical problem, although other views could
be taken and other methods applied (6)0

A further, major difficulty may arise in dealing with that part
of the blazon which describes the nature of the pattern (cfo Section
4o1o3)o The majority of patterns can be described adequately using
a limited range of 'stock' phrases, but there will inevitably be
some that cannot. In these 'difficult' cases, it may be necessary
to treat the description of a pattern as the noun-group part of a
natural language (7)o It therefore follows that the parse of a
blazon may in f act employ a series of different kinds of interrelated parsing activities.
It is clear that any attempt to define, at initio, a full
grammar which will describe all known examples of blazon is likely
to f ail, until the nature of the language is more fully understoodo
A more useful approach is the empirical development of a partial
grammar which will de fine a recognizer for a reasonable subset of
blazono Any text which is recosnized will therefore be a
legitimate bl azon; any text which is not recognized may be a
legitimate bl azon o This recognizer may then be implemented and
used to identify problem are as and possibly 'patterns of exception'
which will aid the development of further, less restricted recognizerso The set of accepted blazons shoulq ideally, therefore
expand until it matches the set of all legitimate blazons and at
no time should an incorrect blazon have been recognizedo
5o1o

Analytically useful f eatures of blazon

To the conventions of blazon described in Section 4 it is
possible to add further features which may a ssist in analysiso

-
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It will invariably be the case that:
a) The field of a shield of arms is de fined explicitlyo
b) Every p a ttern appearing on a shield is explicitly namedo
c) The colour of every p a ttern is sta ted and the colour
term follows the name of the pattern to which it referso
Colour t erms may be deferred, in which case they apply
to a ll charges named since the preceding colour termo A
colour term may consist of combinations of the colour
wordso
It may be observed tha t:
d) Pattern names are preceded by either a determiner
(the indefinite article as a rule) or a cardinal
number word (eogo ' a fess' or 'three cre scents')o
/

e ) The use of connecting words, such as ' and', 'on',
'between', etc., is extremely important in dividing and
inter-relating the components of a shield of arms
(cfo Section 4o3)o These connections may be divided
into two groups, those like •and' and 'between' which
imply further charges following a t the same 'leve l of
description' and those like 'charged with' and 'on'
which imply a step down in the 'level of de scription'o
The n'th 'level of description' may be thought of a s
the n'th l ayer of p aint on the shield's surface o The
field is, of course, the first l ayero
5o2

A trial model for segmentation of blazons

In order to examine more easily the features of a blazon it
is helpful to fr agment the text into its basic oomponents: the field
and the various chargeso A simple model may be based on the observa tions of Section 5o1o Whilst it does not always fission the
blazon text correctly it is nonethe less surprisingly powerfulo
Let the text be scanned for colour words, the indefinite
article and cardinal number wordso It is assumed that an indefinite
article or a cardina l number word marks the commencement of a
charge descriptiono A colour word is assumed to terminate a charge
description and at least one colour word will be expected to attach
to each indefinite article or cardina l number wordo The field
description is terminated by the colour word preceding the first
charge descriptiono
It is possible that the text between successive indefinite
article/cardinal number words may include more than one colour wordo
This will generally be due to having either a composite colour term
or decorations of the chargeo Similarly, indefinite article/ cardinal number words not interspersed by colour words usually
result from a deferred colour termo

- 8 -

Two examples below illustrate the principles describedo
a) The exemplary blazon of Section 4o3
Application of the procedure results in the following fr agmentation into field and charges:
Gules
a bend or
~escallops .argent
~ Cornish chough proper
~ cinquefoils azure
a chief or
~ rose gules seeded 2£, and barbed~
~ fleurs-de-lys gules

-

-

(on)
(between)
(between)
( and on)
(between)
(: for Petre

o)

This example contains a decorated charge (the rose) with its
multiplicity of colour wordso
b) 'Azure a crescent between three mullets argent'
This fissions as follows:
Azure
crescent (argent)
three mullets argento

~

(between)

This example contains a deferred colour termo The
colour term can be assumed to occur implicitly as indicated by
~ ( argentl'.
5.3

Extension of the trial model

The method may furnish further information if the text scan
includes a search for the connecting wor.ds. Connectors are assumed
to occur only between a colour word and an article/cardina l number
word. The basic connecting words may be divided into two groups as
follows:
Group 1 a) 'on'/ 1 ~
Group 1 b) 'charged with', 'debruised by', 'surmounted by'
and 'overall'
Group 2:
'between' , 'within' and ~
s~ J ~ ,
c;"""'-f '1 ;
f.J.1 I
Group 1 contains the connector words marking a change in level of
description. It is subdivided into connectors marking a) a
deferred and b) an immedia te change. Group 2 contains connectors
indicating following charges at the same levelo The connector 'and'
may cause particular problems, as will be seen below:
If connecting words are included in the scan, fragmentation
of the exemplary blazon of Section 4o3 becomes:
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0

1
1
2
2
2
3
3

Gules
on a bend or
between two escallops argent
a Cornish chough proper
between two cinquefoils azure
and on a chief or
a rose gules seeded or and barbed vert
between two fleurs-de-lys gules
for Petreo

The numbers indicate the 'levels'o Level O is the field and
the step to level 1 occurs at the start of the first charge. The
level remains 1 while charge fragments preceded by a group 2 connector are encounteredo The step to level 2 occurs when no further
charge fragments are found at the same explicit level as that of
the charge preceded by the connective 'on' (this is the meaning of
a deferred level change). The assignment of a level to the chief
is complicated by the presence of two connectors ('and on'); thus
if •and' occurs with another connector it is ignored (when it
occurs alone, it is taken as a normal group 2 connector). The
remainder of the bla zon exhibits normal leve l assignments.
The a ssignment of the 'chief' to level 2 is incorrecto It is
in fact a major chargeresting on the field but not in a centr al
position (cf. Section 4.2). A proper assignment may be made by
noting that, when the level number is 2 and a charge fragment
follows with a leading Group 1a) or Group 2 connector, it may be
such a chargeo This can be established by checking whether it is
an ordinary or subordinary of the proper type (cf. Appendix B).
A level number change occurs immediately if a charge fragment
begins with a group 1b) connector o
Level number assignment may be difficult where def erred colour
terms are encountered (cf. Example b, of Section 5o2)o The placement of the implicit colour term may determine whether a connector
is picked up or ignored, and various alternative placements may
have to be tried. Thus in the example:
ooo

~

crescent (argent) between three mullets

o•••

and
•o• ~

crescent between (argent) three mullets •••o

will be treated differently.

- 10 5o4

Forma tion of a grmnmar

Using the fr agmented bl a zon t exts as a guide , the c entra l core
of the blazon an a lysis problem rema ins the definition and development of a s eries of grammars which define a growing subset of the
l anguage a t each extensiono
At the present stage a very simple initia l gr ammar is being
investiga t edo It is defined a s follows (Se e Appendix E):
1o

<text> : := <bl a zon>o

2o <bl a zon>::= <fie ld>
3o

<fie ld>::= <colour> l<conne ctive><colour> and <colour>!
<colourXrepeat><colour>

4o

<conne ctive> ::= per <ordinary>[<line>J l<multiordinary>
[ <line> J of <number> I quarterly I <mul tiord>
[<line>]

So

<r epe at> • ·- goutte

60

<colour> t erminals are liste d in Appendix A ('Counterchanged'
is excluded a t pre sent)o

7o

< ordinary> : : = pale I fess
s altire

Bo

<line> terminals are listed in Appendix C

9o

<mul tiordinary> : := gyronny I p aly

100

I seme-de-<obj> I poudr'e e-de-<obj>

I be nd I bend

I be ndy I barry

I chevron

Icross I

j chevronny

<multiord> t e rminals are listed in Appendix D

110 <number> : : = four I six I eight
12.

sinister

<obj> : := lys

I t en I twe lve

.
I cross-crossle ts I cross-crossle ts fitch
ee
/

The grammar is most s everly limited by definitions 2 and 3o
De finition 7 excludes the 'pall' and definition 12 is give n only
to avoid the difficultie s of expl aining wha t, syntactically, c an
constitute an her aldic p a ttern.
The exte nt of this grammar's power is be st demonstra ted by way
of e xample s (5).
The following bl a zons of fi e lds conform to the grammar :
a ) Azure .
b) Azure se me-de-cross crossl e ts oro
c) Barry wavy ermine and gules.
d) Barry nebuly of six ermine and s able o
e ) Chequy or and argent.
f) Quarterly a zure and gules.
The following (le gitima te) bl a zons do not conform to the
grammar :
a) Par s altire and per fess gules and or counterchanged.
b) Per pal e or and per f e ss argent and guleso

-11 -

• C)

Per pale or and argent semt-de-cross crosslets fitchle guleso

d) Per chevron gules and barry wavy of ten azure and oro
e)

Quarterly per fess indented azure and gul e so

' f ) Per p al e and per fess azure and gule so
• g)

.

Per pall a zure gules and oro

h) Barry of ten per pale , embattled azure and or , counterchangedo
i)

Per bend argent goutte sable and sable goutte oro

As well as be ing severely limited, the grammar allows constructions which, whilst syntactically accurate, are semantica lly
unacceptableo Definition 3 allows a field of, for example, 'per
pale or and or' or 'or goutte or' either of which are syntactically
legitimate but meaningless in practise because the division of a
field into two halves of the same colour, as defined in one case,
is undetectable o This sort of problem is intensified if definition
3 is modified to include four of the non-conforming bl a zons above:
<field> ; := <colour> I <connective><field> and <fie ld> I <fi eld>
<repea t><colour>
In this c a se the <connective> is also context sensitiveo

Thus,

'Per fess gules and per f e ss a zure and or'
is a semantically meaningless blazono
The <connective> terminal 'and' also poses problems, acting
a s a demon in the way tha t it does in na tur al language (7)o The
modified definition 3 is compa tible with the bl a zon
'Per pale or and per fess argent~ gule s'
but NOT with the bla zon (ignoring for the moment the occurence of
the terminal 'counterchanged')
'Per s altire

~

per fess gule s

~

or counterchanged'

- 12 60

Discussion and Conclusions

There ha s been one notable omission from the t exts of the
bl a zons de scribedo The only punctua tion marks a llowed have been
the colon and t erminating full-stopso This conforms to current
practise ( 1 ); however, examples in earlier literature will often
include comma s and serni-colonsa The se marks undoubtedly convey
ana lytical informa tiona They have been ignored (like the alterna tive spe llings of words in the l anguage) for two rea sons:
a ) They introduce unnecessary complica tions into the
initial inve stiga tions and
b) The bla zons which include them c an usually be
r ephra sed so as to rema in unambiguous without
the ir inclusion a
The s emantic a spects of bl a zon have likewise been set aside
at pre senta For example , a heraldic metal (argent or or) may not
lie on a me t al, nor a colour upon a colour, except in very special
circumstance so This circumvents the 'black c a t in a coa l c e llar'
problem by disallowing such bl a zons as, 'Or a lion rampant or'a
At the text input stage , the s e problems are rel a tively unimportant,
a s the semantic legitimacy of a bla zon can be checked using the
internal code which will ultima t e ly be produced after comple tion
of parsingo
Quite cle arly, the inve stiga tions of blazon are presently a t
a rudimentary l eve lo The implementa tion of the t ext fissioning
algorithm is a primary obj ective, a s is the deve lopme nt of the
initial r ecognizero It then r emains to continue the deve lopment
of the grammar and the identifica tion of the problem area s, using
a large s e t of blazon da t a which must also be acquiredo
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.APPENDIX A
Colours in Heraldry
Although heraldically divided into metals, colours and furs,
they are all shown here simply as 'colours'o

I
I

Heraldic name

Colour

'

Or, or gold
Argent, or silver

Gold or yellow
Silver or white

Azure
Gules
Sable
Vert
Purpure
Tenne
Murrey, or sanguine

Blue
Red
Black
Green
Purple
Orange
Blood-coloured

Ermine
Ermines
Erminois
Pean
Vair
Counter-v air
Potent
Counter-potent

Black spots on white
White spots on black
Black spots on gold
Gold spots on black
Forms of a blue and
white variously
shaped pattern

}

Two further 'colours' may be included

Proper
Counterchanged

Naturally-coloured
Charge coloured in
reverse to the multicoloured field upon
which it lies
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APPENDIX B
Her aldic ordinaries and subordinaries
A list of devices is given hereo
found in the liter a ture (1,2)o

Ordinaries

Illustrations of them can be

Subordinaries

Chief, fess, bar•,
pale•, bend• and bend
sinister•, chevron•,
pile, pall, s altire,
crosso

Bordure, escutcheon, orle,
tressure, canton, gyron,
£launches, lozenge, fusil,
rustre, mascle, fret,
billet, label, roundel,
annuleto

•These have diminutive formso
The distinction between ordinaries and subordinaries is somewha t variable (2)o

APPENDIX C
Her aldic lines of partition
A list of types is given here.
found in Boutell, p age 30 (2)o

Engr ailed
Nebuly
Embattled
Potenty
Escartelly
Arched (enarched)
Rayonny (radiant)

Illustrations of them can be

Invected
Indented
Raguly
Angled
Nowy
Double-arched

Wavy Cundy)
Dancetty
Dovetailed
Bevilled
I!attled- · @lbatt1ed
Urdy
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A,..,P ENDIX D

Divi s ions for varied fields
Rarely occurring divisions are excluded from this list, which
is b ased on the principal ordinaries and sub ordinaries:

chequy
lozengy
gyronny

bendy
barry
poly-bendy

paly
chevronny
barry-bendy

APPENDIX E
Summary of symbols for definition of grammar

Symbol

Meaning

<>

a syntactic element

[ j

optional term

I

: ==

or
is defined to have the syntactic structure

